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Abstract: The Semantic Web is a major research initiative of the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) to create a metadata-rich Web of resources that can describe

themselves not only by how they should be displayed (HTML) or syntactically (XML), but

also by the meaning of the metadata. The main intent of semantic web is to give machines
better access to information resources so that they can be information intermediaries in
support of humans. The idea is to build a network of content stored on the web and making

it possible for machines to understand data and to satisfy requests from people and other
machines. In order to carry out their tasks intelligent agents must communicate and
understand meaning. The agent based method for semantic analysis enables computers to

understand documents written in natural language. To realize the vision of semantic
analysis we create markup of web services that makes them machine understandable and
use-apparent. Also agent technology is developed that exploits this semantic markup to

support automated web service composition and interoperability. Currently, a human must

perform all the tasks in the web. With semantic markup of services, we can specify the

information necessary for web service discovery as computer interpretable semantic
markup at websites, and search engine can automatically locate appropriate services. The

major semantic web services are automatic web service discovery, automatic web service
execution, and automatic web service composition and interoperability.
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INTRODUCTION

The Semantic Web is a major research initiative of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) to create a
metadata-rich Web of resources that can describe themselves not only by how they should be displayed
(HTML) or syntactically (XML), but also by the meaning of the metadata. It is an extension of the current
web in which information is given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and people to work
in cooperation. The idea is to build a network of content stored on the web – the Semantic Web – making
it possible for machines to understand meaning of data and to satisfy requests from people and machines
to use the web content. Semantics is the study of meaning in communication. Semantic Web is a group of
methods and technologies to allow machines to understand the meaning - or "semantics" - of information
on the World Wide Web. Its implementation requires adding semantic data. This allows machines process
data based on semantic information so that computers can make inferences, understand resource
descriptions and relations.

The purpose of semantic web is that Humans depend on web to carry out tasks. But web pages are
designed to be read by humans not machines. So, computers cannot accomplish tasks without human
direction. Semantic web is a vision of information that is understandable by computers, so computers can
perform more of the tedious work involved in finding, combining, and acting upon information on the
web. The main intent of the Semantic Web is to give machines much better access to information
resources so they can be information intermediaries in support of humans.

The main idea of the new approach is that a software agent is assigned to each word of the text under
consideration. Agents have access to a comprehensive repository of knowledge about possible meanings
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of words in the text and engage into negotiation with each other until a consensus is reached on meanings
of each word and each sentence.

The agent-based method for defining semantics enables computers to understand contents of
documents written in a natural language such as English. Possible applications of semantic analysis are
numerous and include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Written communication between people and computers
Written communication among computers
Software translators
Text referencing engines
Semantic search engines
Auto-abstracting engines
Annotation and classification systems
Semantic document-flow management systems

SEMANTIC WEB SEARCH

The Semantic Web layers are arranged following an increasing level of complexity from bottom to top.
Higher layers functionality depends on lower ones. This design approach facilitates scalability and
encourages using the simpler tools for the purpose at hand. All the layers are detailed in the next
subsections.

A. URI and UNICODE
The two technologies that conform this layer are directly taken from the World Wide Web. URI
provides global identifiers and UNICODE is a character-encoding standard that supports international
characters. In few words, this layer provides the global perspective, already present in the WWW, for the
Semantic Web.
B. XML and Namespaces

The Semantic Web should smoothly integrate with the Web. Therefore, it must be interwoven with
Web documents. HTML is not enough to capture all that is going to be expressible in the Semantic Web.
XML is a superset of HTML that can be used the serialization syntax for the Semantic Web. XML was
initially tried but more recently other possibilities have been developed. They are presented and
compared in the next section. Namespaces where added to XML to increase its modularization and the
reuse of XML vocabularies in conjunction with XML Schemas. They are also used in the Semantic Web for
the same purpose. Before XML, data was stored in flat file and database formats, where most data was
proprietary to an application. XML came along and made data interoperable within a single domain, i.e.,
within the domain defined by a schema or a set of related schemas. By itself, XML provides syntactic
interoperability only when both parties know and understand the element names used. If I label an
element <price>12.00</price> and someone else labels it <cost>12.00<cost>, there‘s no way for a
machine to know that those are the same thing without the aid of a separate, highly customized
application to map between the elements. Semantic Web technologies help addresses this problem by
making tags understandable not just to humans but to machines as well.
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C. RDF Model and Syntax
The RDF Model and Syntax specification Becket04 defines the building blocks to realise the Semantic
Web. This is the first layer that was specifically developed for it. This specification defines the RDF graph
model and the RDF abstract syntax. The RDF graph model defines a structure composed of nodes and
directed edges between nodes. The structure of nodes and edges conform directed graphs that model the
network of terms and relations between terms of the Semantic Web. The nodes and relations are called
resources and are identified by URIs. Each node has its own URI and there are different types of relations
that also have an URI, they are called properties. Figure shows and example of RDF graph model.

Particular edges are identified by the triad composed by the origin node, the property and the
destination node. Triads are called triples ore RDF statements and they are the RDF abstract syntax.
Graphs can be serialized as a set of triples, one for each edge in the graph. Both representations are
equivalent so the graph model can be reconstructed from the set of triples. Triples can also be assigned an
explicit identifier, i.e. an URI. This process is called reification. A new node is created that represents the
triple and it is associated to three nodes for the three triple components. The origin node is associated
using the "subject" property, the property with the "predicate" property and the destination node with
the "object" property. Reification is useful to say things about RDF statements.

Triple Reification Example
Abstract triples are the common model to which diverse data structures can be mapped. For instance,
relational tables can be translated to a set of triples. Notwithstanding, triples are abstract entities. They
are realized for communication using serialization syntaxes.

The XML syntax has already been introduced in the previous section; it facilitates integrating Semantic
Web documents in the current HTML/XML web. The other possibilities are N-Triples and Notation 3
syntax, http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/Notation3.html. The former is the nearest to the abstract form,
a series of triples with subject, predicate and object identified by their URI. The latter uses many syntactic
tricks to improve human readability and make serializations more compact. It is the more human aware
syntax and, like XML serialization, it uses namespaces for modularization.

An official W3C recommendation, RDF is an XML-based standard for describing resources that exist on
the Web, intranets, and extranets. RDF builds on existing XML and URI (Uniform Resource Identifier)
technologies, using a URI to identify every resource, and using URIs to make statements about resources.
RDF statements describe a resource (identified by a URI), the resource‘s properties, and the values of
those properties. RDF statements are often referred to as ―triples‖ that consist of a subject, predicate,
and object, which correspond to a resource (subject) a property (predicate), and a property value
(object).
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Table I
[resource]
[property]
[value]
The secret agent
Is
Niki Devgood
[subject]
[predicate]
[object]
RDF triples can be written with XML tags, and they are often conceptualized graphically as shown
below:

After creating this triple, we can go on to create other triples to associate the agent with an email
address, image, etc.

D. RDF Schema
Simple RDF provides the tools to construct semantic networks. They are a knowledge representation
technology presented in the Semantic Networks section. Nonetheless, there is still a lack of many
semantic network facilities not available with RDF. There are no defined taxonomical relations. They are
defined in the RDF Schema specification [Brickley04]. Taxonomical relations leverage RDF to a
knowledge representation language with capabilities similar to semantic networks. This enables
taxonomical reasoning about the resources and the properties that relate them.

RDF Schema specification provides some primitives from semantic networks to define metadata
vocabularies. RDF Schemas implement metadata vocabularies in a modular way, like XML Schemas.
Schema primitives are also similar to Object Orientation constructs they also evolved from the semantic
networks tradition. The more relevant ones are:

Type: it is a property that relates a resource to a Class to which it pertains. The resource is categorised
as a member of this Class and thus it possesses its characteristics.
Class: it is a set of things that share some characteristics; they have a common conceptual abstraction.
A class models the concepts present at the referential semantic level.

Sub Class Of: this property holds the taxonomical relations between classes. If class B is a subclass of
class A, then class B has all the typical characteristics of class A plus some specific ones that can
distinguish it from A.
E. Ontology

Ontologies are necessary when the expressiveness achieved with semantic network-like tools is not
enough. Metadata vocabularies defined by RDF Schemas can be considered simplified ontologies. The
tools included in this layer rise the developed vocabularies to the category of ontologies.

Ontologies, which were defined in the Knowledge Representation Ontology section, are specially
suited to formalise domain specific knowledge. Once it is formalised, it can be easily interconnected with
other formalisations. This facilitates the interoperability among independent communities and thus
ontologies are one of the fundamental building blocks of the Semantic Web.
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Description Logics are particularly suited for ontology creation. They were introduced in the
corresponding Knowledge Representation subsection. The World Wide Web Consortium is currently
developing a language for web ontologies, OWL. It is based on Description Logics and expressible in RDF
so it integrates smoothly in the current Semantic Web initiative.
Description Logic makes possible to develop ontologies that are more expressible than RDF Schemas.
Moreover, the particular computational properties of description logics reasoners make possible efficient
classification and subsumption inferences.
F.

Rules

The rules layer allows proof without full logic machinery. Similar rules are those used by the
production systems presented in the Corresponding Knowledge Representation subsection. They
capture dynamic knowledge as a set of conditions that must be fulfilled in order to achieve the set of
consequences of the rule. The Semantic Web technology for this layer is the Semantic Web Rule Language
(SWRL) [Horrocks04]. It is based on a previous initiative called Rule Modelling Language (RuleML)
[Boley01]. As RuleML, SWRL covers the entire rule spectrum, from derivation and transformation rules to
reaction rules. It can thus specify queries and inferences in Web ontologies, mappings between Web
ontologies, and dynamic Web behaviours of workflows, services, and agents.
G. Logic

The purpose of this layer is to provide the features of FOL. First Order Logic was described as the most
significant type of logic in the Logic types section. With FOL support, the Semantic Web has all the
capabilities of logic available at a reasonable computation cost as shown in the Deduction section. There
are some initiatives in this layer. One of the first alternatives was RDFLogic These extensions are
supported by the CWM [Berners-Lee05] inference engine. Another more recent initiative is SWRL FOL
[Patel-Schneider04], an extension of the rule language SWRL in order to cope with FOL features.
H. Proof

The use of inference engines in the Semantic Web makes it open, contrary to computer programs that
apply the black-box principle. An inference engine can be asked why it has arrived to a conclusion, i.e. it
gives proofs of their conclusions. There is also another important motivation for proofs. Inference engines
problems are open questions that may require great or even infinite answer time. This is worse as the
reasoning medium moves from simple taxonomical knowledge to full FOL. When possible, this problem
can be reduced by providing reasoning engines pre-build demonstrations, proofs, that can be easily
checked. Therefore, the idea is to write down the proofs when the problem is faced and it is easier to
solve as the reasoning context is more constrained. Further, proofs are used whenever the problem is
newly faced as a clue that facilitates reasoning on a wider content. Many inference engines specialised in
particular subsets of logic have been presented so far.
I.

Trust

This is the top layer of the Semantic Web architecture. Agents that want to work with the full-featured
Semantic Web will be placed over it. They will conform the Web of Trust. The trust layer makes use of all
the Semantic Web layers below. However, they do not provide the required functionality to trustily bind
statements with their responsible parts. This is achieved with some additional technologies that are
shown in the right part of the Semantic Web stack Figure.

The used tools are digital signature and encryption. Thus, the trust web will make intensive use of
Public Key Infrastructures. They are already present in the Web, for instance as digital certificates
identifying parties that sign digital contracts. Notwithstanding, there is not a widespread use of them. The
premise is that Public Key Infrastructure is not of extended use because it is not a decentralised web
structure. It is hierarchical and therefore rigid. What the Semantic Web might contribute here is a less
constraining substrate of use. The web of trust is based on the graph structure of the Web. Moreover, it
supports the dynamic construction of this graph. These features might enable the common use of Public
Key Infrastructure in the future Web. To conclude, the final Semantic Web picture contains reasoning
engines complemented with digital signatures to construct trust-engines. Then, a Trust Web can be
developed with rules about which signed assertions are trusted depending on signer.

AGENT

Agent is one who acts for another, by authority from him; one entrusted with the business of another.
A software agent is piece of software that acts for a user.
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Agents are not strictly invoked for a task, but activate themselves. An Agent is a software object
capable of contributing to the accomplishment of a task by
•

Accessing domain knowledge
Reasoning about it‘s task
•
Composing meaningful messages
•
Sending them to other agents or humans
•
Interpreting received messages
•
Making decisions based on domain knowledge and collected information
•
Acting upon decisions in a meaningful manner
A Multi-Agent System is a software system consisting of agents competing or co-operating with each
other with a view to accomplishing system tasks. The main principle of achieving goals within such
system is a negotiation among agents, aimed at finding a balance between many different interests of
individual agents. Ontology is a conceptual description of a domain of the Universe under consideration.
Concepts are organized in terms of objects, processes, attributes and relations. Values defining instances
of concepts are stored in associated databases. Concepts and values together form the domain knowledge.
Syntactic Descriptor is a network of words linked by syntactic relations representing a grammatically
correct sentence.
•

Semantic Descriptor is a network of grammatically and semantically compatible words, which
represents a computer readable interpretation of the meaning of a text. If semantic ontology describes all
possible meanings of words in a domain, a semantic descriptor describes the meaning of a particular text.
Self-organization is the capability of a system to autonomously, ie, without human intervention, modify
existing and/or establish new relationships among its components with a view to increasing a given value
or recovering from a disturbance, such as, an unexpected addition or subtraction of a component. In the
context of text understanding any autonomous change of a link between two agents representing
different meanings of words is considered as a step in the process of self-organization. Evolution is the
capability of a system to autonomously modify its components and/or links in response, or in anticipation
of changes in its environment.
In the context of text understanding any autonomous update of Ontology based on the newly acquired
information is considered as a step in the process of evolution.

AGENT BASED SEMANTIC WEB

In order to carry out their required tasks, intelligent agents must communicate and understand
meaning. They must advertise their capabilities, and recognize the capabilities of other agents. They must
locate meaningful information resources on the Web and combine them in meaningful ways to perform
tasks. They need to recognize, interpret, and respond to communication acts from other agents. As
mentioned before, when agents communicate with each other, there needs to be some way to ensure that
the meaning of what one agent "says" is accurately conveyed to the other agent. The simplest and most
common approach is to build-in the semantics. That is, just assume that all agents are using the same
terms to mean the same things.

The assumption could be implicit and informal, or it could be an explicit agreement among all parties
to commit to using the same terms in a pre-defined manner, i.e. a standard. This only works, however,
when one has full control over what agents exist and what they might communicate. In reality, agents
need to interact in a much wider world, where it cannot be assumed that other agents will use the same
terms, or if they do, it cannot be assumed that the terms will mean the same thing. Therefore, we need a
way for an agent to discover what another agent means when it communicates. In order for this to
happen, agents will need to publicly declare exactly what terms it is using and what they mean. This
specification is commonly referred to as the agent's ontology. There is a great interdependence of agent
technology and ontologies.

AGENT BASED METHOD FOR SEMANTIC ANALYSIS

The method consists of the following four steps:

• Morphological analysis
• Syntactic analysis
• Semantic analysis
• Pragmatics
The text is divided into sentences. Sentences are fed into the meaning extraction process one by one.
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A. Proof
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

An agent is assigned to each word in the sentence
Word Agents access Ontology and acquire relevant knowledge on morphology
Word Agents execute morphological analysis of the sentence and establish characteristics of each
word, such as gender, number, case, time, etc.
If morphological analysis results in polysemy, ie, a situation in which some words could play
several roles in a sentence (a noun or adjective or verb), several agents are assigned to the same
word each representing one of its possible roles
B. Syntactical Analysis

Word Agents access Ontology and acquire relevant knowledge on syntax.
Word Agents execute syntactical analysis where they aim at identifying the syntactical structure
of the sentence. For example, a Subject searches for a Predicate of the same gender and number,
and a Predicate looks for a suitable Subject and Objects. Conflicts are resolved through a process
of negotiation. A grammatically correct sentence is represented by means of a Syntactic
Descriptor. If results of the syntactical analysis are ambiguous, ie, several variants of the syntactic
structure of the sentence under consideration are feasible, each feasible variant is represented by
a different Syntactic Descriptor.
C. Semantic Analysis
Word Agents access Ontology and acquire relevant knowledge on semantics.
Each grammatically correct version of the sentence under consideration is subjected to semantic
analysis. This analysis is aimed at establishing the semantic compatibility of words in each
grammatically correct sentence. Word Agents learn from Ontology possible meanings of words
that they represent and by consulting each other attempt to eliminate inappropriate alternatives
Once agents agree on a grammatically and semantically correct sentence, they create a Semantic
Descriptor of the sentence, which is a network of concepts and values contained in the sentence.
If a solution that satisfies all agents cannot be found, agents compose a message to the user
explaining the difficulties and suggesting how the issues could be resolved.
Each new grammatically and semantically correct sentence generated by the steps 1 - 11 is
checked for semantic compatibility with Semantic Descriptors of preceding sentences. In the
process agents may decide to modify previously agreed semantic interpretations of words or
sentences (self-organisation).
When all sentences are processed, the final Semantic Descriptor of the whole document is
constructed thus providing a computer readable semantic interpretation of the text.
D. Pragmatics

Word Agents access Ontology and acquire relevant knowledge on pragmatics, which is closely
related to the application at hand.
• At this stage agents consider their application-oriented tasks and decide if they need to execute
any additional processes. For example, if the application is a Person – Computer Dialog, agents
may decide that they need to ask the user to supply some additional information; if the
application is a Search Engine, agents will compare the Semantic Descriptor of the search request
with Semantic Descriptors of available search results. If the application is a Classifier, agents will
compare Semantic Descriptors of different documents and form groups of documents
with
semantic proximity.
Main features of the proposed method.
•

Decision making rules are specified in ontology, which incorporates general knowledge on text
understanding, language-oriented rules and specific knowledge on the problem domain.
• Every word in the text under consideration is given the opportunity to autonomously and proactively search for its own meaning using knowledge available in ontology.
• Tentative decisions are reached through a process of consultation and negotiation among all
Word Agents.
• The final decision on the meaning of every word is reached through a consensus among all Word
Agents.
• Semantic Descriptors are produced for individual sentences and for the whole text.
• The extraction of meanings follows an autonomous trial-and-error pattern (self organisation).
The process of meaning extraction can be regulated by modifying ontology.
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FRAMEWORK

The meta-logical system for one agent consists of three main parts: meta-programs for multiple
ontologies, a meta-interpreter, and the communication facility. Each meta-program contains meta-logical
representations of ontologies obtained from the transformation of these ontologies defined in RDF, RDFS,
and OWL. Some elements in one ontology may be related to some elements in another. The metainterprete is the inference engine for infering implicit information from the multiple ontologies. The
communication facility supports the communication among the agents.
A. How Query is Processed

When several agents of this kind are formed as a community, the way the multi-agent system works is
that initially the user queries an SW browser to get answers from an SW ontology on SW. The browser
can perform two alternative ways. Firstly, it may retrieve this ontology from SW, transform it into a
metaprogram, and then reason with the program to infer the answers; if some elements in this ontology
are related to some elements of another ontology, the interpreter will try to reason with that ontology in
itself (by retrieving it first), or request reasoning of that ontology in an SW server and obtain the answers
from that server, and this scenario may repeat itself. For the browser to be able to retrieve an ontology, it
must know which server the ontology belongs to, and how and where to access to it. This is the ontology‘s
meta-information provided in the ontology. The browser will use this to contact with that server and
request that ontology from it, or to pass a query to that server so that the server can derive an answer
from the ontology.

Alternatively, the browser passes the query to an SW server to answer and gets the answers back for
the user. The server infers those answers based on its inferential results which sometimes also require
support of the inferential results derived from other servers. In case the browser does not know which
server can answer that query, it will consult the Service Advertising Server which gathers information
telling which server can provide what service. The browser then uses this information to communicate
with the selected server directly.
For the browser to communicate to any server as said earlier, having known the server name the
browser will pass the name to the Name2Location server to obtain the server location and then make
contact with that server at that location. Note that conceptually the term ‗location ‘we use here is
intended to be an abstract one; an agent location could be the place, such as an address (IP address) on
the Internet, or even a (postal) address.

SEMANTIC WEB SERVICES

To realize our vision of Semantic Web services we are creating semantic markup of Web services that
makes them machine understandable and use-apparent. We are also developing agent technology that
exploits this semantic markup to support automated Web service composition and interoperability.
Driving\ the development of our markup and agent technology are the automation tasks that semantic
markup of Web services will enable —in particular, service discovery, execution, and composition and
interoperation.
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A. Automatic Web Service Discovery
It involves automatically locating Web services that provide a particular service and that adhere to
requested properties. A user might say, for example, ―Find a service that sells airline tickets between San
Francisco and Toronto and that accepts payment by Diner‘s Club credit card.‖ Currently, a human must
perform this task, first using a search engine to find a service and then either reading the Web page
associated with that service or executing the service to see whether it adheres to the requested
properties. With semantic markup of services, we can specify the information necessary for Web service
discovery as computer-interpretable semantic markup at the service Web sites, and a service registry or
(ontology-enhanced) search engine can automatically locate appropriate services.
B. Automatic Web Service Execution

It involves a computer program or agent automatically executing an identified Web service. A user
could request, ―Buy me an airline ticket from www.acmetravel.com on UAL Flight 1234 from San
Francisco to Toronto on 3 March.‖ To execute a particular service on today‘s Web, such as buying an
airline ticket, a user generally must go to the Web site offering that service, fill out a form, and click a
button to execute the service. Alternately, the user might send an http request directly to the service URL
with the appropriate parameters encoded. Either case requires a human to understand what information
is required to execute the service and to interpret the information the service returns. Semantic markup
of Web services provides a declarative, computer-interpretable API for executing services. The markup
tells the agent what input is necessary, what information will be returned, and how to execute—and
potentially interact with—the service automatically.
C. Automatic web Service Composition and Interoperation

It involves the automatic selection, composition, and interoperation of appropriate Web services to
perform some task, given a high-level description of the task‘s objective. A user might say, ―Make the
travel arrangements for my IJCAI 2001 conference trip. Currently, if some task requires a composition of
Web services that must interoperate, then the user must select the Web services, manually specify the
composition, ensure that any software for interoperation is custom-created, and provide the input at
choice points (for example, selecting a flight from among several options). With semantic markup of Web
services, the information necessary to select, compose, and respond to service is encoded at the service
Web sites. We can write software to manipulate this markup, together with a specification of the task‘s
objectives, to achieve the task automatically. Service composition and interoperation leverage automatic
discovery and execution. Of these three tasks, none is entirely realizable with today‘s Web, primarily
because of a lack of content markup and a suitable markup language. Academic research on Web service
discovery is growing out of agent matchmaking research such as the Lark system, 6 which proposes a
representation for annotating agent capabilities so that they can be located and brokered. Recent
industrial efforts have focused primarily on improving Web service discovery and aspects of service
execution through initiatives such as the Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI)
standard service registry; the XML based Web Service Description Language (WSDL), released in
September 2000 as a framework-independent Web service description language; and ebXML, an initiative
of the United Nations and OASIS (Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards)
to standardize a framework for trading partner interchange.

CASE STUDY: WOLFRAM ALPHA

Wolfram Alpha (styled Wolfram |Alpha) is an answer engine developed by Wolfram Research. It is
an online service that answers factual queries directly by computing the answer from structured data,
rather than providing a list of documents or web pages that might contain the answer as a search engine
would. It was announced in March 2009 by Stephen Wolfram, and was released to the public on May 15,
2009. It was voted the greatest computer innovation of 2009 by Popular Science.
A. Design

Users submit queries and computation requests via a text field. Wolfram Alpha then computes and
provides answers and relevant visualizations from a core knowledge base of curated, structured data.
Wolfram Alpha thus differs from semantic search engines, which index a large number of answers and
then try to match the question to one. In this way it has many parallels with Cyc, a project aimed since the
1980s at developing a common-sense inference engine. Wolfram Alpha is built on Wolfram's earlier
flagship product, Mathematica, a complete functional-programming package which encompasses
computer algebra, symbolic and numerical computation, visualization, and statistics capabilities. With
Mathematica running in the background, it is suited to answer mathematical questions.
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The answer usually presents a human-readable solution. Alpha also incorporates elements of web
Mathematica in delivering its content. Wolfram Alpha is also capable of responding to increasingly
complex, natural-language fact-based questions such as:
"Where was Mary Robinson born?"
"How old was Queen Elizabeth II in 1974?"
What is the forty-eighth smallest country by GDP per capita?" yields Senegal, $1090 per year.
Also, one can input the name of a website, and it will return relevant information about the site,
including its hosting location, site rank, number of visitors and more.

The database currently includes hundreds of datasets, including current and historical weather, drug
data, star charts, currency conversion, and many others. The datasets have been accumulated over
approximately two years, and are expected to continue to grow. The range of questions that can be
answered is also expected to grow with the expansion of the datasets.
B. Technology

Wolfram Alpha is written in about five million lines of Mathematica (using web Mathematica and grid
Mathematica) code and runs on 10,000 CPUs (though the number was upgraded for the launch). As well
as being a web site, Wolfram Alpha provides an API that delivers computational answers to other
applications. One such application is the Bing search engine.8.3 System requirements. Wolfram Alpha
requires an up-to-date web browser. On older browsers, it does not display text correctly and renders a
message that states Sorry... Wolfram |Alpha requires a more up-to-date web browser... on its home page.
An iPhone application was released on 19 October 2009 to provide an optimized interface for mobile
access, priced at $49.99; in March 2010, the price was cut to $1.99 and made an iPad / iPhone universal
application (users who purchased at the higher price were refunded the balance). The Wolfram Alpha
website is also supported by the Opera Mini mobile browser. Wolfram Alpha launched a version of its
Web site in app form on Wednesday 6th October 2010, which costs $1.99 to download from the Android
Market.
C. How Query is Processed

Wolfram |Alpha determine the real meaning of the question asked. Natural language parsers attempt
to determine the domain(s) of the question. If Wolfram |Alpha doesn‘t understand meaning behind some
general question, it doesn‘t return any pages. But Google will give you several web pages. It also prompts
you to disambiguate queries that apply to multiple domains. It generates output by doing computations
from its own internal knowledge base.

CONCLUSION

The integration of agent technology and ontologies has made significant impact on the use of web
services .This gives the ability to extend programs to more efficiently perform tasks for users with less
human intervention. Unifying these research areas and bringing to fruition a web teeming with complex,
"intelligent" agents is both possible and practical. Although a number of research challenges still remain.
The pieces are coming together, and thus, the semantic web of agents is no longer a science fiction future.
It is a practical application on which to focus current efforts.
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